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DEVELOPMENT AND CONFIGURATION OF THE PROJECT
To develop the project it is necessary to install Apache Tomcat:
http://tomcat.apache.org/download-70.cgi
Installation and setup of Apache Tomcat for Linux
• We need to download the file with extension .zipili .tar.tgz
• Unpack the archive to the catalogue /opt
• Create a user tomcat with the help of the command adduser tomacat
assign the owner and group of the unpacked catalogue chown -R tomcat: tomcat apache-tomcat- [version] /
in file /opt/apache-tomcat-[version]/bin/catalina.sh replace $ JAVA_OPTSna -Xms256m
-Xmx512m in lines
JAVA_OPTS = “$ JAVA_OPTS-Djava.util.logging.manager = org.apache.juli.ClassLoaderLogManager”
JAVA_OPTS = “$ JAVA_OPTS $ LOGGING_MANAGER”
• copy the file tomcatv /etc/init.d
• run tomcat with the help of the command /etc/init.d/tomcat start
check whether Tomcat has started, to do it in the browser write down in the address bar a line
like [ip: 8080]. If a homepage of Apache Tomcat has opened, Tomcat is successfully installed
and run

To stop tomcat execute command /etc/init.d/tomcat stop
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROJECT

copy archive voipantispam.war in the catalogue / opt / apache-tomcat- [version] / webapps enter the web-interface of the project, to do it in the browser
put in the address bar the line like [ip: 8080 / voipantispam]

INTERFACE COMPONENTS
Statistics Tab

Chart Routing request displays statistics of the amount of incoming calls during 24 hours

Chart Block number displays statistics of the amount of number blocking during 24 hours
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White List chart is a list of white numbers

In this chart there are the numbers that have call duration more than a given one
(by default is 1 minute) for a certain period of time (by default is 10 minutes) with
the given amount (by default is 2 calls) .That is, if during 10 minutes there were 2
calls with duration of more than 1 minute, then this number goes to the white list.
It
is
possible
to
add
numbers
to
the
white
list
manually.
Parameters for the filter are specified in a file that is in the resources of the projects.
Description of the fields
number - the number itself
status - status of the number in the list (displays the filter parameters at the time of the number blocking),
can be:
manual - number is added manually
auto - number is added automatically during the analysis of conformity of the above conditions for entry to
the white list
add time - while adding numbers
routing request count - the amount of requests for routing after the number’s transfer to the white list
Description of the buttons purpose
Clear - cleaning of the number chart
Add To White List – adding of the numbers to the white list
Bulk Del - mass removing of the numbers. In the dialog window there are numbers for removing. In the
function of the divider is used any non-numeric character.
Selected Del – removing of the selected numbers in the table
Import from File - adds the data from the file. In the function of the divider is used any non-numeric character.
Export To File – adds the data from a chart to a file with the extension .csv
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Gray List chart - a list of the gray numbers

The numbers are added to this chart
on

the

basis

of

filtration

algorithms:

Filtration algorithm of the routing requests to:
If during a definite period of time the
number has passed

a certain amount of

calls that exceeds a predetermined maximum amount of requests for the gray list.
If the number goes to the gray list and this
number continues to receive the calls inten-

Description of the fields

sively (amount of calls exceeds the max-

number - the number itself

imum during a definite period of time),

status - status of the number in the list (displays the filter parameters at

that is the number blocking is prolonged.
Filtration algorithm of the call duration:

the time of the number blocking), can be:
routing - the number is added to the list because it exceeded the allowed
amount of routing requests (filtration algorithm of the routing requests)
acd - number is added to the list due to the short duration (filtration algo-

If

calls

with

short

duration

exceed-

ed the maximum amount of the calls allowed
this

during a certain period of time,
number

goes

to

the

gray

list.

rithm of the call duration)
block time - start time of the last blocking
block count - the total amount of blocking
block time left - time of the unblocking. If the number is blocked, the field
block time will be highlighted in red routing request count - the amount of
routing requests after the number entered the gray list

After
es,

the
the

time

number

of
is

no

blocking

finish-

longer

consid-

ered blocked, but it is for further control.

Description of the purpose of the buttons
Clear - cleaning of the number chart
Bulk Del - mass removing of the numbers. In the dialog window there are numbers

Parameters for the filters are set on the

for removing. In the function of the divider is used any non-numeric character.

tab Config.

Selected Del – removing of the selected numbers in the table
Selected To Black List – moving the numbers to the black list
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Таблица Black List - список черных номеров

The numbers in this table are added on the basis of the
filtration algorithms
Filtration algorithm for routing requests:
If during a definite period of time the number has
passed a certain amount of calls that exceeds a predetermined maximum amount of requests for the black list.
If the amount of blocking in the gray list according to the
filtration algorithm of the routing requests exceeded the
maximum allowed value, this number is transferred from
the gray list to black list.
Filtration algorithm of call duration:
If the amount of blocking in the gray list according to the filtration algorithm of the call duration exceeded maximum allowed value, this number is transferred from gray list to black list.
Complementary to algorithms it is possible to add numbers in this table manually. The numbers of this list always are considered blocked. Parameters for the filters
are set on the tab “Config”.

Description of the fields
number - the number itself
status - status of the number in the list (displays the filter parameters at the time of the number blocking), can be:
manual - number is added manually
routing - the number is added to the list because it exceeded
the allowable amount of routing requests or blocking in the gray
list (filtration algorithm of roting requests)
acd - number is added to the list due to the exceeding of the
allowable amount of blocking in the grey list (filtration algorithm
of the call duration)
add time – time of number adding routing request count - the
amount of routing requests after the number entered the black
list
Description of the purpose of the buttons
Clear - cleaning of the number chart
Add To White List – adding of the numbers to the black list
Bulk Del - mass removing of the numbers. In the dialog window
there are numbers for removing. In the function of the divider is
used any non-numeric character.
Selected Del – removing of the selected numbers in the table
Import from File - adds the data from the file. In the function of
the divider is used any non-numeric character.
Export To File – adds the data from a chart to a file with the
extension .csv
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Config TabNumbers filter config chart — consists of the parameters for filtration of the
numbers

Section White List
add prefix — prefix line, which is added to the number for reference of the fact that the number is in white list
Section Gray List
add prefix - prefix line, which is added to the number for reference of the fact that the number is in gray list
period - period of time during which the system calculates the amount of routing requests (calls), minutes
max routing request per period - the maximum amount of routing requests (calls) during definite period of time
block period - the time interval when the number is blocked in the gray list, minutes
Section Black List
add prefix -prefix line, which is added to the number for reference of the fact that the number is in black list
period - period of time during which the system calculates the amount of routing requests (calls), minutes
max routing request per period - the maximum amount of routing requests (calls) during definite period of time
max block count befor move to black list — maximum amount of number blocking in the gray list, after which the
number is transferred automatically to the black list
Section ACD analize
period — time interval during which the system calculates the calls with short duration
max min acd call per period — maximum amount of the calls with short duration before going to the gray list
min acd — minimum value of the call duration for entering the gray list

If the number is in any of the lists it will be assigned a corresponding prefix that is already analyzed in the MVTS.
Installation of new values is
 done by pressing the button Set Filter Configs
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Server Config chart – contains parameters for the port of the RADIUS server and parameters of the client’s configuration (MVTS)

radius port — port on which RADIUS server will receive the requests
client n ip — client’s ip, which will send the requests (calls)
client n port — client’s port, which will send the requests (calls)
client n shared secret — client’s password (secret), which will send the requests (calls)

Section Enable Proxy Server- consists of parameters for proxy regime
proxy ip — client’s ip, to which the requests (calls) will be transferred
proxy auth port — client’s authentication port, to which the requests (calls) will be transferred
proxy acct port — client’s accounting port, to which the requests (calls) will be transferred
proxy shared secret — client’s password (secret), to which the requests (calls) will be transferred

Configuration of new values is done by pressing the button Set Server Config
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CONFIGURATION OF THE PROJECT
• go to the tab Config
• assign filter parameters for Source and Destination numbers (zone Filter Config)
• assign parameters for RADIUS server (zone Server Config):
radius port - value Routing port in settings of MVTS in the section Radius
client n ip - ip MVTS
client n port - value Local Routing port in settings MVTS in section Radius
client n shared secret - secret key MVTS
• assign parameters for Proxy (zone Enable Proxy Server):
proxy ip - ip radius of the server (freeRADIUS)
proxy auth port - port, on which radius auth receives the requests (freeRADIUS)
proxy acct port - port, on which radius acct receives the requests (freeRADIUS)
proxy shared secret
Configuration of MVTS
in settings MVTS in section Radius in the field Routing IP Address you need to install computer’s
IP, where RADIUS server is run
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